1.1. Definition. Given a map/: M -* N and iff, let F be the component of/ _1 (/(x)) containing x. The singular set A f is defined as follows: x G M -A f if and only if there are neighbourhoods U of F and V of /(x) such that f\ U: U -» F is topologically equivalent to the product projection map of V X F onto F.
Given maps ^: P -> Q and co: P -> 5, define ^ X co:P Xi^-X? X5 by \p X u{p,r) = ("tip)y w(r)). Define the 0/>ew owe c(P) to be the identification space obtained from P X [0, 1) by identifying P X {0} to a point £*. The cone of the empty set will be a point. A compact set is said to be G-acyclic if it has the G-cohomology groups of a point. 1.5. Remark. Theorem 1.4 was proved in [6] for singular fiberings. Note that if F C M n -A f , then X can be taken to be the identity homeomorphism and A e = 0. 
Proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.4.

LEMMA. If 6: X -> c{K) X E Q is a proper singular fibering with K a compact manifold and 6{AQ) = {k*} X E Q , then there exists a bundle with total space L, base space K, and map \p: L -» K such that 6 is topologically equivalent to c{$)
I0r oc ^ Ae, h = h otherwise. Since 6(Ae) and c{\p) X i ff |Z* X E Q are both one-to-one, Â is well-defined and one-to-one. If y e I* X £*, then y = (/*, /) for some t £ E*. Then x = 0-l ((c($) X i ff ) (/*, /)) is mapped by Â into 3/, and so h is onto. The continuity of h and A -1 follows from the condition that 6 and c(\f/) X t ff are proper. has a summand Z. Thus H l {K\ Z) has a summand Z, and hence K is 5 1 and \p is a d-to-1 covering map. Let ilf -^4/ be locally simply connected at x. Let If C U be a neighbourhood of x such that ^*: TTI(W --4/) -» 7ri(C7 --4/) induced by inclusion is the zero map. There exists a neighbourhood V C F so that the component £/' of f~x(V') containing x is contained in W and Z7' -A f is a deformation retract of U -A f . The inclusion map j: U' -A f ->U -A f induces an isomorphism on fundamental groups, but since j can be factored through W -A f , wi(U -Af) = 0 and K is a homotopy sphere. The conclusions desired in (c) follow from [4] (see [10, p. 64 , Lemma 2.7] ).
Proof of Theorem
